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32 WINDOWS® 95 98 ,

WINDOWS® 95 or 98 operation system software.
/

Provide install program, easy to setup or remove program.

Provide test wizard funtion to instruct user input all test 
information.

User can use keyboard or mouse to tune the crosshead 
position.

, ,
Provide friendly graphic user interface,easy to operate.
Test standard, specimens information, formula etc. 
database management.

,
Use database to manage test standard, specimens 
information, modulize all testing conditions.

,
Provide report editor user can define your own report 
freely.

(Fuzzy Control),
PID

For the servo type tester, we use fuzzy controller club to 
replace the traditional PID controller, the tester can work 
precisely and smoothly. 

(Real Time) ,
Real-time test graph display and provide X-Y, X-T, Y-T,

- , Y-Elongation graph mode. 

For all application needs, we provide formula editor. User 
can freely edit formula for your test.

This editor can check formula syntax and hint user  where
the error is. This editor also provides some mathematics 
function, such as sin, cos, tan, ln, log and abs etc.

According to the application field,we provide many kinds 
of formula parameters,user can select different program 
to fit your need.

For the metal program,we provide three methods to 
calculate the yield force,user can define the range to re-
analyze to get the precise results.

Test result database management, user can easily find and
re-analyze any records.

Friendly Graphic User Interface

Formula Editor

Object oriented design report editor,user can define all
the property of the report object.

The report editor provide header, detail, summary, 
footer 4 segments.The program will auto insert the test
information and results on the report.

User can define the font,color and alignment of the 
characters.The report will auto multi-page print.

Report Editor
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CNS JIS ASTM ISO DIN
Application field can satify the international standard 
requirements such as CNS, JIS, ASTM, DIN etc.

Test standard and specimens information database management, 
user can append or edit any records depending on your needs .

Test standard module includes the test methods of tension, 
compression, bending, adhesion, tearing, peeling etc.  Cycling 
test is optional.

For the servo type tester,we provide many kinds of control modes 
and volicity clarifying as followings :
a. Fixed displacement.
b. Constant velocity.
c. Constant strain increasing rate.
d. Fix load.
e. Constant load increasing rate.
f. Constant stress increasing rate.
g. Constant stress increasing rate change to Constant strain 

increasing rate after yield force(for the metal test).
h. Constant stress increasing rate 1 change to Constant stress 

increasing rate 2 (for the concrete test).
Auto Range

All the load amplifier gain auto tuning to fit the test scale.

DIY!
XBAR-R SQC

XBAR-R engineering diagram and SQC quality control diagram
(optional)

Logo
This report editor can make a logic decision to help 
the user to judge pass or fail and can calculat the 
mean,max,min etc. statistical function.

Provide user to insert company logo or test graph into 
the report.

Powerful function and easy to operate.

Database management and modularization

( ) Quality control system  (optional)
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:Microsoft Windows   95.
Operation system :Microsoft Windows   95.(or above)

.
Set-up test sequence database management.

.
Fixture constant load and minor adjustment.

sine, triangular, ramp, and square .
Auto-generation sine, triangular, ramp, and square wave.

.
Closed-loop learning controller, force and position 
control.

.
Real-Time data display.

.
Test data auto storage.

.
Three kinds graph zooming.

- , - , -
Provide force-Time, Disp.-Time, Force-Disp. Diagram.

: .
Present tabular and graphical reports.

.
Report editor.

Auto stop.
.

Contol safety diagnostics.
.

Diagram auto scale and user define.

Dynamic Test

R

R
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MODEL  Metal Test Concrete Rubber Peeling Test Dynamic Test Sole Bond
SOFTWARE Compression Plastic Peeling

Test

HT-9711
HT-9501

HT-9502
HT-9102

HT-9101
HT-9112

HT-9111
HT-8503

HT-8504
HT-8506

HT-8391
HT-8311

SOFTWARE APPLICATION:

FIELD Metal Test Concrete Rubber Test Peeling Test Dynamic Test Sole Bond
SOFTWARE Compression Peeling

Civil engineering

Steel bar & concrete

Machinery

Construction material

Bridge

Cable & wire

Iron & casting

Auto & motorcycle parts

Bicycle

Rubber

Plastic

Paper & package

Racket &club

Films & painting

Leather

Footwear

Artificial leather
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CNS1232 1233 1234 1238 3801, ASTM 

C39 ASTM C469

,

, 15 30CM, 12 24CM, 10 20CM

Auto Range

(Real Time) ,

Auto Scale

,

,

R






